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KSD businesses are grouped into the following categories

Centralized deposit of securities

Settlement of securities by book-entry transfer

Cross-border securities deposit & settlement

Transfer agent service

Bond registration service

Intermediary services for securities lending and borrowing

Tri-party Repo service

Entitlement processing(voting, dividends, redemption, payment, etc)

Custodian services for DR underlying shares.

CB/BW conversion into shares

OTC derivatives  collateral management

Substitute securities management for future transactions

Separate custody of securities
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About KSD

The Korea Securities Depository(KSD) is in charge of a wide range of

securities-related businesses including securities issuance, deposit,

settlement, and entitlement processing in the capacity of a central

securities depository in Korea. KSD is a nonprofit organization and a

statutory entity with public characteristics and is owned by 92

shareholders as of the end of 2003. The shareholders consist of securities

companies, banks, insurance companies, investment & trust companies,

and other financial organizations. Currently 468 institutions are

participating in the KSD system and most of them are financial

institutions. KSD is headquartered in Seoul with five branches operating

nationwide.

As the roles of KSD directly affect the Korean financial and securities

market, a series of stringent measures are put in place to secure fairness

and transparency in its operations. Entities that oversee KSD businesses

include the Ministry of Finance and Economy (MoFE), the Financial

Supervisory Commission (FSC), and the Financial Supervisory Service

(FSS).

About KSD
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KSD Repo Service

KSD Repo Service is a Tri-party(third party) Repo service, which means

that securities are held by an independent third party, usually custodians

like KSD. KSD places the securities into a segregated account in which

the buyer is able to maintain a full control over the securities for Repo,

and provides management services for settlement of securities and cash,

MTM (Mark to Market), etc.

Also BOK(The Bank of Korea) is supposed to take part in KSD Tri-

party Repo service from April, 2006 for money supply as part of Open

Market Operation.

In accordance with the policy, KSD Tri-party Repo service is expeced to

play more important role in Korean Repo Market.

Characteristics of KSD Repo Service

Fairness by Independency

Including evaluation and substitution, all management process with

regard to transactions is executed and maintained  by an independent

KSD in a completely fair manner.

Flexibility by Customization

KSD Repo Service is designed for Over-the-Counter(OTC) market,

so it is suited to various forms of transactions. With consent from both

parties of a transaction, most of the trade conditions can be set and

adjusted : transaction type, Repo rate, term, and so on.

Safety by Repo Account

Repo Account is an exclusive account for Repo transactions distinct

from ordinary deposit accounts, although the legal status of a Repo

account is the same as that of an ordinary deposit account. Therefore,

the Repo account is used as a proper tool for safe custody and as

evidence for proving that certain securities are objects of Repo

transactions.
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Overview

Repo is an abbreviation for “Repurchase Agreement”, referring to a

purchase or sale of securities, which entails a transaction in the opposite

direction afterwards. One party sells securities to another while

simultaneously agreeing to repurchase them on a future date at a

specified price. The two parties involved agree to make two separate

deals as a package. In Korea, it is called as “RP trading between

institutions”.

Initially, Repo was introduced in Korea as a means for loans. Also, in

addition to its initial role, Repo has now positioned itself as a tool for

other forms of transactions like matched book operation, arbitrage,

hedging a position, etc.

Repo in Korea

From a legal point of view, Repo is a transaction of bonds. Therefore,

legal title to the securities is passed over to the buyer(transferee) so that

the buyer can dispose of the securities during the predetermined period.

Although a Repo transaction appears to be a sale and purchase of

securities, the substance of the transaction is basically a collateralized

loan.

Therefore, the buyer should regard the securities as collateral and cannot

state them as a kind of asset on its balance sheet, even if it retains the

legal ownership and can dispose of them. Also, if any income payment

happens during the Repo transaction period, the buyer is obliged to

compensate a matching payment to the seller(transferor) for the loss of

the income from the securities at the same day. 

Overview1



KSD Repo Service - Overview

Participation

As a foreign participant has difficulties in exercising rights and fulfilling

duties, KSD regulates that foreign participants must appoint standing

proxies for their Repo transactions. In addition, a foreign participant is

required to register his personal details with the Financial Supervisory

Service(FSS) in advance, as specified in the Regulation on Securities

Business Supervision( 7-16).

In order to participate in KSD Repo Service, an applicant should file an

application with KSD by submitting the specific forms as follows.

Application form for participation and opening an account

A copy of Investment Registration Certificate(IRC, Investment ID)

A copy of standing agent agreement

Principal institutions defined in the Regulation on Securities Business

Supervision( 5-26) : banks, securities investments, insurers, trusts,

mutual savings and finance, agricultural/fisheries cooperatives, credit

unions, foreign institutions corresponding to above mentioned

institutions, etc.

Besides, settlement agents, brokers(intermediaries) can participate as

principal institutions.

Eligible Securities

All kinds of bonds including government bonds, municipal bonds,

special bonds, corporate bonds, and other kinds of bonds are eligible as

long as they are denominated in the Korean Won(KRW).

Also a range of Collateral for Repo Trade will be extended to CD, CP,

MBS etc. in the near future.

Types of Repo classified by term

Term Repo : One contract, a classic Repo having a term from
the beginning.

Open Repo : One contract, a classic Repo having no term at
start, setting the closing date during the transaction.
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KSD Repo Service - Overview

Settlement Agent

In case that a participant files an application for a settlement agent
on behalf of the participant, the settlement agent carries out
settling obligations for securities and cash. 

Seller
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Method of Settlement

KSD settles cash and securities on Delivery Versus Payment(DVP) basis

using its own system linked with the national payment system by the

Bank of Korea(BOK-wire). The real time gross settlement (RTGS) of

KSD Repo Service is especially suitable for various transactions in the

OTC market.

However, in case that both of the trade parties agree, they can choose

Free Of Payment(FOP) settlement whereby securities and cash are

settled separately.

Settlement for start leg (first leg)

In order to use KSD Repo Service, both trade parties are obliged to

notify KSD of trade details through KSD Repo system. If a Repo

transaction is intermediated by an Inter Dealer Broker(IDB), all trade

details are automatically notified by the IDB.

If trade details from each of the trade parties or IDB are exactly

matched, the KSD system will proceed with settlement process. In the

case of intermediation, the system requires the approval of trade

counterparts.

For the success of settlement, above all, the seller should deposit  proper

securities corresponding to trade conditions into its ordinary account.

After checking whether the securities in that account is enough to meet

security requirements, KSD asks for the payment from the buyer. When

the proceeds are paid out to the seller, the securities are delivered to the

buyer simultaneously by KSD system and BOK-wire.

Settlement for close leg(second leg)

At maturity or in the occurrence of default defined in the terms and

conditions of the agreement, KSD notifies trade parties involved that the

outstanding transaction should be taken to go through the settlement for

the close leg. The settlement of the close leg is proceeded in the opposite

direction to the start leg.
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Settlement2

IDB(Inter Dealer Broker)

Intermediaries doing brokerage. KSD cannot act as a Repo inter-
mediary, only IDB can. Especially, Korea Inter Dealer Broker (KIDB),
one of Korean IDBs, has the system linked with KSD Repo Service,
so trade details are automatically notified to KSD by KIDB.
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Mark To Market (MTM)

In order to minimize market risk(price fluctuation risk), KSD Repo

Service carries out marking to market(MTM), for which KSD evaluates

the market value of securities at the close of business.

If the value of purchased securities changes over an agreed amount or

percentage(margin maintenance limit), one party calls for extra margin

to the other party. KSD receives the price of securities on a daily basis

from three bond pricing companies authorized by Financial Supervisory

Service(FSS) to evaluate bonds.

If a participant intends to defer exercise of margin call, it has to notify

KSD of such intention in advance.

Of course, MTM is also an option which can be done or not according to

the consent of both parties. If both parties feel that there is no need to

mark to market, KSD doesn't.
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KSD Repo Service - Risk Management

Classification of Securities

KSD classifies securities involved in a Repo transaction into two

categories, 'purchased securities(underlying securities)' and 'margin

securities'.

Purchased securities are the ones delivered at the initiation of Repo

transaction. They can be disposed of at anytime at the buyer's own will. 

Margin securities are the ones put up in order to minimize market risk

after initiation. They are just regarded as collateral, so the buyer holds

them but cannot dispose of them except when the involved transaction is

in default.

If the market value of the purchased securities rises, the seller calls for

extra margin securities. If the market value of purchased securities falls,

the buyer calls for extra margin securities, too.

Purchased securities and margin securities are managed separately

because KSD draws a clear line between them. Therefore, participants

don't have to care about discrimination.

As purchased securities are at buyer's disposal, they should be

substituted and exchanged with the counterpart's consent. On the

contrary, margin securities just playes a role as collateral. When they are

substituted, they don't need the counterpart's consent.

However, margin must be substituted within margin pool. Margin pool

defines which kinds of securities can be put up and it is fixed with the

consent of both trade parties. Of course, if both parties agree, margin can

be paid with cash in place of securities.

KSD Repo Service - Risk Management
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Risk
Management
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Default by buyer

Purchased securities are transferred to the buyer's ordinary account from

buyer's Repo account, and the seller doesn't have to refund the proceeds

and interest. All margin, including cash and securities, is delivered to the

seller's ordinary account. 

In any case, the most important basis of legal proceedings for default is

the Repo agreement. Therefore, both trade parties should ensure that

documentation is in place to claim losses and check related provisions in

advance.

In order to reduce extra administrative burden, it is much better to use

generally authorized agreement, such as Global Master Repo

Agreement(GMRA) or Agreement by Korea Securities Dealers

Association(KSDA).
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Default

Default occurs at stages of repurchase, adjusted settlement, margin call,

exchange of securities, or income payment. Major events of default are

as follows.

Fail to pay the cash amount on the close leg of a transaction

Fail to pay a margin call

Fail to pay a manufactured payment

Fail to exchange purchased securities, etc.

When a default occurs, follow-up measures taken by KSD  differ

depending on the cause of defaults.

Default by seller

Purchased securities and all margin are delivered to the buyer's ordinary

account.

KSD Repo Service - Risk Management
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Repo Securities Substitution and Exchange

A seller may substitute other securities for the purchased securities, at

any time between the purchase date and the repurchase date, with the

consent of the buyer. Substituting margin securities has different process

from purchased securities. It is provided that margin substitute securities

must be within margin pool and there is no need to get consent from the

counterpart. However, even after the substitution of margin, the market

value of remained margin must meet required margin.

If the issuer of purchased securities becomes subject to the suspension

by a clearing house or a cores-bank, for example, declaration of

bankruptcy or actual insolvency, the buyer can request the seller to

exchange the purchased securities. Since KSD manages the information

of securities as a public institution, trade parties can be informed of that

kind of information by KSD in advance.
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Trade counterparts may change terms and conditions of Repo

transaction before the transaction becomes due.

Trade Adjustment(including roll-over)

The size and term of a Repo transaction can be adjusted before the

transaction is due. Once an adjustment is made, the outstanding

transaction is settled on the day of adjustment and the parties are

engaged in a new transaction.

Only netted amount of securities and money is settled when adjustment

is made, but the accrued Repo interest during the past term must be paid

to the buyer from the seller.

Change of Conditions

Both of the trade parties can change part of trade conditions with or

without a prior consent from the other party depending on cases.

Changes can be made in such areas as appointment of a settlement

agent, Repo rate, etc.

Change of a settlement agent, which does not affect counterpart's

interest, can be made without a prior consent. However, other changes

require consent from the other party.

KSD Repo Service - Trade Management
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Trade
Management
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At the date of income payment, the buyer is obliged to make a

matching payment to the seller to compensate for the loss of income.

This is the basic nature of Repo and applicable regulatory provisions

are the provisions of GMRA and the agreement of the Korea

Securities Dealers Association(KSDA). 

Income Payment

As a Repo Service agent, KSD operates in a way that the seller directly

receives income proceeds from purchased securities and margin

securities which is usually interest from bonds, not through the buyer, as

if the seller had securities.

Even though the buyer isn't holding the purchased securities at the

income payment date after selling them, the buyer should pay the net

amounts after tax withheld through KSD.
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KSD Repo Service - Income Management

Exchanging securities differs from substitution in the absence of prior

consent. Also, if there is a request for exchange from the buyer in

accordance with the preceding paragraph, the seller is bound to

undertake its obligation at the date of request. This may cause the default

of the involved transaction otherwise. 

As the serious change of margin in credit is immediately reflected on the

price of securities, for margin securities just as collateral, there is no

exchange. 

KSD Repo Service - Trade Management
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Margin Pool

When a Repo transaction is initiated, both parties must agree  
on the sort of securities. Only margin securities within the range
of the margin pool are allowed to be involved in the particular
Repo transaction.

Income
Management : 
manufactured 
payment
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Cross Currency Repo

The seller can take cash in other currencies(USD, JPY, EUR, etc) other

than Korean won but offer securities denominated in Korean won. This

is called cross currency Repo. 

The exchange rate applied to MTM in cross currency Repo is also one

of trade conditions. The other services are the same as in the case of

Korean Won Repo.

Reporting

KSD reports to both parties detailed information about each transaction

including balance of securities and history on a daily basis.
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Taxation

If the buyer is holding the purchased securities at the income payment

date, KSD pays to the seller the net amount after withholding tax and

issues a certificate of tax withholding to the seller, which reduces much

administrative work for both sides. This process is also applied to

margin securities.

However, if the buyer isn't holding purchased securities, which means

KSD is in a state where it cannot withhold tax, KSD settles taxation

problems as possible as it can so that the seller can be free from those

taxation problems and the buyer will be notified of tax amount paid and

advice, if any.

KSD Repo Service - Income Management
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- Head Office 
34-6 Yoido-dong, Youngdeungpo-gu, 

Seoul, 150-884, Korea   

Tel: 82-2-3774-3344~5

- Ilsan Office 
1328 Backseok-dong, Ilsan-donggu, 

Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, 411-770, Korea   

Tel: 82-31-900-7000


